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a b s t r a c t

Waste water treatment facilities clean sewage water from households and industry in
several cleaning steps. Such facilities are dimensioned to accommodate amaximum intake.
However, in the case of very bad weather conditions or failures of system components, the
systemmight not be able to accommodate all waste water. This paper models a real waste
water treatment facility, situated in the city of Enschede, the Netherlands, with Hybrid
Petri nets with general transitions, to analyse under which circumstances the existing
infrastructure will overflow. Comparing to previous models an structural extension is
proposed, and one limitation is tackled. First, we extended the hybrid Petri net formalism
with guard arcs and dynamic continuous transitions, to be able to model dependencies
on continuous places and the rates of continuous transitions. Secondly, we tackle the
restriction of having only a single general transition, by proposing a new discretization
method. We introduce to different discretization methods, and compare their efficiency
in a complex case study. Using recently developed algorithms for model checking STL
properties on hybrid Petri nets, the paper computes survivability measures that can be
expressed using the path-based until operator. After computing measures for a wide range
of parameters, we provide recommendations as to where the system can be improved to
reduce the probability of overflow.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Anywater that has been affected in quality either by households or by industries is considered aswastewater. It is usually
conveyed in the sewerage systemof the community to the nearestwastewater treatment companies. The treatment process
consists of several physical, chemical and biological cleaning steps. The goal of the process is to separate the clean water
from the so-called sludge, that can later be safely disposed or used as fertilizer. The cleaned water is usually released to
surface water in the area.

In the Netherlands, communities normally have contracts with waste water treatment facilities about the maximum
amount of waste water that needs to be taken in by the treatment facility. Hence, these facilities are dimensioned
to accommodate the treatment of a maximum amount of sewage, often without taking into account the possibility of
unforeseen events. However, in the case of very heavy rainfall, which is hard to predict, and actually may occur more often
due to climate change, it may happen that the amount of waste water in the community sewerage exceeds the available
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Fig. 1. A bird’s eye view picture of the sewage treatment facility in Enschede, the Netherlands. The picture is retrieved using Google Maps.

storage capacity. In such cases, the sewerage system of the community overflows and waste water is spilt on the streets.
Recently, this happened in the city of Enschede, the Netherlands [1–3] and caused hindrance to citizens and traffic.

This paper investigates under which circumstances flooding occurs and what can possibly be done to reduce the
probability of such flooding. For this purpose we have employed data like the capacity of tanks and the average residence
time of water in the different cleaning stages from the treatment facility in the city of Enschede. A bird’s-eye view of this
facility is shown in Fig. 1. This information is used tomodel the operation of the treatment facility as a Hybrid Petri-net with
general one-shot transitions (HPnG) per different failure scenario.

The modelling formalism of HPnGs has recently been introduced for the analysis of fluid critical infrastructures [4], and
efficient algorithms have been introduced for their analysis [5]. This paper is an extension of the work in [6], by allowing
more than one general transition. Currently, the exact analysis algorithms of HPnGs are restricted to models with a single
general one-shot transition. However, this paper shows how models with multiple general transitions can be analysed by
discretizing all general transitions but one. Since the analysis of HPnG models with a single general one-shot transition is
extremely quick, this is a feasible approach and the resulting computation times are still reasonable. Clearly, the results
obtained with discretization are no longer exact; however, given the speed of the method a very fine grained discretization
can be chosenwhich limits the introduced error. Also, given the lack of analytical methods in this area, the proposedmethod
is very useful from the application point of view, since it allows to evaluate a combination of different failures, which has
not been possible before.

Survivability [7–9] is defined as the probability that a system recovers to a predefined service level in a timely manner. It
is mostly evaluated for so-called ‘‘Given the Occurrence Of Disaster’’ (GOOD) models. In such models, as the name suggests,
the occurrence of a disaster is assumed to happen at a certain time of the day, instead of trying to predict the probability of
a disaster using risk management. The focus then lies on the effect, the handling and the recovery of the disaster, once it has
happened.

Survivability properties can be expressed for HPnGs using the syntax and semantics of Stochastic Time Logic (STL), that
has been introduced in [10], together with algorithms to efficiently check STL properties on HPnGs. Especially the analysis
of the path-based until formula is suitable, e.g., to evaluate how well the system performs in the presence of bad weather
conditions or failures at the intake to the treatment facility.

In this paper, the HPnG formalism has been extended by two new features, i.e., guard arcs and dynamic transitions,
since they have been shown to be essential when modelling waste water treatment facilities. Guard arcs combine test and
inhibitor arcs, as previously present in the formalism, but additionally allow to control discrete events of the system based
on the values of continuous variables. Dynamic transitions are continuous transitions, where the rate depends on the rate
of other continuous transitions. As will be explained in this paper, both extensions can be incorporated in the analysis and
model checking algorithms without increasing their complexity.

Computingmeasures of interest for the HPnGmodel of the treatment facility for a wide range of parameters, then allows
us investigate how and where the community and the treatment facility could invest best, e.g., by installing larger buffers
or more pumping equipment, to reduce the residence time of waste water in the treatment phases in order to decrease the
probability of spilling waste water in the streets.

To the best of our knowledge the quantitative evaluation of effects of failures or very bad weather conditions is not
usually performed for waste water cleaning facilities in particular or in civil engineering in general. The common way of
dimensioning such systems is to use static models and calculations [11]. Risk assessment is generally performed for civil
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engineering facilities in various ways [12], however, it is not able to predict the consequences of failures in a quantitative
way. Another approach that is commonly used is simulation [13], which is, however, very time consuming and does not
allow to analyse a wide range of parameter settings quickly.

Similar to e.g., Fluid Stochastic Petri nets [14,15], Dynamical Systems having Piecewise-Constant Derivatives [16], and
Piece-wise Deterministic Markov Processes [17,18], Hybrid Petri Nets form a highly restricted subclass of stochastic hybrid
models (SHMs) [19]. They are based on Hybrid Petri nets [20] and can bemapped to hybrid automata [21,22] if no stochastic
behaviour is considered. Hybrid Petri nets are analysed by partitioning their underlying state-space into regions, in the spirit
of the computation of the underlying state-space of Timed Automata [23,24] and Dense-Time Reactive Systems [25,26]. For
a more in-depth treatment of the related work we refer to [4,5,10].

This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 introduces a modified version of the definition and modelling formalism of
HPnG with addition of the new features of guard arcs and dynamic transitions. Section 3 revisits region-based analysis and
the idea of the partitioning of the state space. A brief definition of STL is provided, and discretization method is introduced
for handling more than one general transition. Section 4 demonstrates the use of region-based analysis and STL for a simple
control example. In Section 5, using the new features of guard arcs and dynamic transitions, a new component formodelling
overflow places in real world water treatment facilities is introduced. In Section 6, the case study for modelling and analysis
of the sewage treatment facility in the city of Enschede is investigated. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Model definition

In the following we extend the HPnG definition from [4] by introducing dynamic transitions and guard arcs connecting
fluid places and discrete transitions. Dynamic transitions are a special form of continuous transitions where the outflow
may depend on the flow of other continuous transitions, as explained later. This can be used tomodel, for example, overflow
places. Test and inhibitor arcs have been used before to control the enabling of discrete or continuous transitions via the
content of a connected discrete place. Guard arcs, as introduced in this paper, combine the functionality of test and inhibitor
arcs and additionally allow to control the enabling of a transition by comparing the content of a continuous placewith a given
boundary condition. This allows to model typical control examples. This section repeats the model definition in Section 2.1,
the graphical representation of a HPnG in Section 2.2 and briefly discusses the model evolution in Section 2.3. For a more
detailed description of HPnGs and their evolution, we refer to [27].

2.1. Model

As before, an HPnG is defined as a tuple (P , T ,A,m0, x0,Φ), where P = P D
∪P C is a set of places that can be divided

into two disjoint sets P D and P C for the discrete and continuous places, respectively. The discrete marking m is a vector
that represents the number of tokens mP ∈ N for each discrete place P ∈ P D and the continuous marking x is a vector that
represents the non-negative level of fluid xP ∈ R+0 for each continuous place P . The initial marking is given by (m0, x0).

Four types of transitions are possible, as follows. The set of immediate transitions, the set of deterministically timed
transitions, the set of general transitions, and the set of continuous transitions together form the finite set of transitions
T = T I

∪ T D
∪ T G

∪ T C . The set of continuous transitions, T C , itself consists of two disjoint sets: static and dynamic
transitions, denoted by T Dy and T St , respectively. Static continuous transitions are the same as the previous continuous
transitions, i.e., they have constant nominal firing rates. Note that, due to rate adaptation (see below) the nominal rate of a
static transition may change and is then called the actual rate. In contrast to static transitions, where the nominal rates are
always constant, the nominal rate of dynamic transitions may depend on the actual rate of any other static transition in the
HPnG at hand.

The set of arcs A consists of three sets: The set of discrete input and output arcs AD connects discrete places and discrete
transitions and the set of continuous input and output arcs AC connects continuous places and continuous transitions. The
set of guard arcs AG connects discrete places to all kinds of transitions, and also continuous places to all but continuous
transitions. These arcs ensure that a transition is only enabled in case the number of tokens (in case of a discrete place) or
the amount of fluid (in case of a continuous place) fulfils a certain condition that is specified on the guard arc.

The tupleΦ = (φP
b , φ

T
p , φ

T
d , φ

T
St , φ

T
Dy, φg , φ

A
w , φ

A
u , φ

A
s , φ

A
p ) contains 10 functions. Function φP

b : P
C
→ R+ ∪∞ assigns

an upper bound to each continuous place. In contrast to the definition of HPnG in [4] in the following φT
p : T

D
∪ T I

→ N
specifies a unique priority to each immediate and deterministic transition to resolve firing conflicts, as in [28]. Deterministic
transitions have a constant firing time defined by φT

d : T
D
→ R+ and continuous static transitions have a constant nominal

flow rate defined by φT
St : T St

→ R+. Mapping φT
Dy : T Dy

→ f , assigns a function f : R|T St
|
→ R+ to each dynamic

continuous transition, which determines how its nominal flow rate depends on the continuous static transitions rates. The
general transition is associated with a random variable S, representing its firing time, according to a cumulative distribution
function (CDF) φg(s), and its probability density function (PDF) is denoted g(s). We assign a weight to all discrete input and
output arcs: φA

w : A
D
→ N which defines the number of tokens that is taken from or added to connected places upon the

firing of the transition. φA
u : A

G
→ {(◃,R)}, with ◃= {≥, <} assigns a tuple which consists of a comparison operator and

a real number to all guard arcs. The functions φA
s , φ

A
p specify the share and the priority of a static continuous transition, as

will be explained later.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of primitives of HPnG.

2.2. Graphical representation

The primitives of the hybrid Petri net formalism with general one-shot transitions are shown in Fig. 2. A discrete place is
graphically represented by a single circle and a fluid place is represented by two concentric circles. A general transition is
drawn as an empty rectangle, a deterministic transition is drawn as a grey rectangle, a continuous static transition is shown
as an empty rectangle with double lines, a continuous dynamic transition is shown by a double lined solid rectangle and an
immediate transition is a thick black bar. The discrete input and output arcs are drawn as single arrows and fluid input and
output arcs are represented with double lines. Guard arcs are drawn with two triangular arrowheads.

2.3. System evolution

Markings are collected in two different vectors, the discrete markingm = (m1, . . . ,m|PD|) and the continuous marking
x = (x1, . . . , x|P C |). The initial marking is composed of a discrete part m0 that describes the initial amount of tokens in all
discrete places and a continuous part x0 that describes the initial amount of fluid in all continuous places.

The state of an HPnG is defined by Γ = (m, x, c, d,G), where vector c = (c1, . . . , c|T D |) contains a clock ci for
each deterministic transition that represents the time that TD

i has been enabled. When a transition is disabled the clocks
do not evolve, but the clock value is preserved until the transition is enabled again. Clocks are only reset when the
corresponding deterministic transition fires. If the general transition has not fired yet, it can be considered as a deterministic
transition whose firing time is sampled from the corresponding general firing time distribution. This sampling happens
only once per model execution, and it occurs when the general transition becomes enabled for the first time. Vector
d = (d1, . . . , d|P C |+|T D|) indicates the drift (speed of change) of all continuous variables present in themodel. For continuous
places it shows the change of fluid per time unit, and for deterministic transitions it is the clock drift which is either one or
zero, if the transition is enabled or disabled, respectively. Note that even though the vector d is determined uniquely by x,
m, and the weights of the guard arcs, it is included in the definition of a state for ease of notations and analysis. The general
transition is only allowed to fire once, hence, the flag G ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the general transition has already fired
(G = 1), or not (G = 0). So, the initial state of the system is Γ0 = (m0, x0, 0, d0, 0). A system state can be seen as a snapshot
of the system evolution at a specific time, and assumed general transition firing time; this is elaborated in more detail in the
next section.

The firing rules of deterministic, general, immediate and fluid transitions differ. Whether a transition is allowed to fire
depends (1) on the structure and the current marking of the Petri net (concession) and (2) on the type of the transitions [29],
as follows.

Continuous transitions that have concession are always enabled, and continuously transport fluid along fluid arcs.
Conflicts in the distribution of fluid occur when a continuous place reaches one of its boundaries. To prevent overflow,
the fluid input has to be reduced to match the output, and to prevent underflow the fluid output has to be reduced to match
the input, respectively. The firing rate of both, static and dynamic continuous transitions is then adapted according to the
share φA

s : A
C
→ R+ and priority φA

p : A
C
→ N that is assigned to the continuous arcs that connect the transition to the

place. This is done by distributing the available fluid over all continuous arcs. Thosewith highest priority are considered first
and if there is enough fluid available, all transitions with the highest priority can still fire at their nominal speed. Otherwise,
their actual fluid rates are adapted according to the firing rate of the connected transitions and the share of the arc, according
to [29]. The adaptation of fluid rates in these cases results in a piecewise constant fluid derivative per continuous place.

Non-fluid transitions that have concession may be enabled, depending on their type. If an immediate transition has
concession the marking is said to be vanishing, otherwise the marking is said to be tangible. Immediate transitions have
precedence over deterministic and general transitions. In a vanishing marking, deterministic and general transitions are
disabled and cannot fire. The clock of each enabled deterministic transition TD

i evolves with time at rate dci/dτ = 1
and when a clock reaches its firing time, i.e., ci = φT

d (Ti), transition TD
i fires. Similarly, the enabling time of the enabled

general transition, that has not fired yet, evolves with time at rate 1. The general transition then fires with probability
φg(τ +1τ)− φg(τ ) =

 τ+1τ
τ

g(s)ds in any time interval [τ , τ +1τ ].
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Fig. 3. Generic presentation of STD.

Whenever a non-fluid transition fires, the marking evolves according to a firing rule, depending on the type of the
transition. All discrete transition types, i.e., immediate, deterministic and general, change the discrete part of the marking
m in a similar way.

3. Analysis

We recall how the underlying state space of an HPnG is partitioned and how this can be used for efficient analysis in
Section 3.1. Section 3.2 explains the basic idea behind model checking HPnGs and how to formulate STL properties. Finally,
Section 3.3 explains how an HPnG model with multiple general transitions can be evaluated, using discretization.

3.1. Stochastic time diagram

The Stochastic Time Diagram (STD) as introduced in [5] provides a convenient visual representation of the evolution of a
HPnG for a given initial state. The STD is built based on the idea that for an initial state of an HPnG and a predefined value for
the firing time of the general transition, denoted s, for all future time instances t we can determine the state of the system.
The STD is a two-dimensional diagramwith t and s as its vertical and horizontal axis, respectively. Each point in this diagram
is associated with a unique HPnG state, which is denoted by Γ (s, t). Note that, for a fixed value of s, the evolution over time
is fully deterministic and associates with a vertical line in the STD. A generic version of this diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Two
main areas can be distinguished in this figure. The area above the line t = s, called stochastic area, contains all the HPnG
states for which the general transition has fired (t > s), whereas the area below the line t = s, called deterministic area,
includes those states for which the general transition has not yet fired (t < s). To compute measures of interest for HPnGs,
the STD needs to be deconditioned with the probability density function g(s).

The main idea behind the method proposed in [5], is that instead of dealing with infinitely many points in the ts-plane,
we can partition it into several regions. These regions exist, because the state of the system does not change until an event
occurs. In each system state, three types of potential events can occur:

1. A continuous place reaching its lower/upper boundary, which imposes a change in the drift of the continuous place, due
to rate adaptation [29].

2. A continuous place reaches the weight of the guard arc connected to it, which will enable or disable a transition. In case
of an immediate transition, it will fire and alter the discrete marking immediately, and if it is a deterministic transition
its clock drift will be set to one, therefore changing a continuous variable.

3. An enabled transition, either deterministic or general fires, which alters the discrete marking or the general transition
flag.

Hence, in overall, an event may cause a change in the discrete marking, a change in drift (either for clocks or fluid levels)
or a change in a general transition flag. We define a region as a set of states that while the system remains in them no
event occurs, i.e., the discrete marking, the drift of continuous variables and the general transition flag remain unchanged.
Moreover, at the occurrence of an event the system enters another region. This leads to the following definition.

Definition 1. A region R is a set of (s, t) points in a given STD, for which we have:

∀(s1, t1), (s2, t2) ∈ R :


Γ (s1, t1).m = Γ (s2, t2).m,
Γ (s1, t1).d = Γ (s2, t2).d,
Γ (s1, t1).G = Γ (s2, t2).G.
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In which, while Γ (s, t).m is used to refer to the vector of discrete markings, Γ (s, t).mP is used to refer to the discrete
marking of a specific place P . A similar notation is used for the continuous marking.

In this definition vector d, contains drifts of continuous places and clock drifts for deterministic transitions, which are
either one or zero. The reason for this is that, by introducing guard arcs, a deterministic transition can be enabled or disabled
for the samediscretemarking, due to a change in the continuousmarking. This contradicts the idea of grouping system states
into regions.

An example partitioning of the state space into regions is shown in Fig. 4 together with probability density function g(s).
In [5] it is shown that, inside a region all continuous variables, i.e., the amount of fluid and the clock valuations, can be
represented by simple linear equations in s and t . Intuitively, this is because in a region all continuous places are associated
with a constant drift and clocks also have a constant drift (of one). Using this we infer that the boundaries between regions,
which represent the occurrence of an event, are characterized by linear functions of s and t . Hence, each region in the STD
is a polygon, where the exact shape of these regions depends on the structure of the model. Note that the introduction of
dynamic fluid transitions does not change this fact, because their nominal rates depend on the actual rates of other static
continuous transitions, which are all constant within each region. Hence, we can safely treat dynamic transitions as static
transitions. Having the partitioning of the state space, to compute the probability to be in a specific system state at time τ ,
it suffices to find all regions intersecting the horizontal line t = τ that correspond to the specific system state and integrate
g(s) over the intersection. This idea is also illustrated for a given partitioning in Fig. 4.

Even though reachability computations on the STD are always performed for a given and finite time bound, there is
still a possibility of having an infinite number of regions in the STD before the finite time bound. This happens whenever an
infinite sequence of vanishingmarkings occurs. This problem iswell-known for all Petri nets formalism that allow immediate
transitions. However, if we require that models have to be bounded, infinite sequences of vanishing markings can only take
place in the form of cycles of vanishing markings, which can be detected and removed [30]. This ensures that we always
reach a tangible marking in a finite number of steps and the number of regions in the STD before a finite time bound is also
finite. Hence, for a bounded model and a finite time bound the algorithm always terminates.

3.2. Stochastic Time Logic

Stochastic Time Logic (STL) introduced in [10], allows us to represent and evaluate path-based formula, such as time-
bounded reachability, to answer whether a certain property is reached, within a certain time, while another given condition
holds. STL is basically an extended version of the state-based logic in [5], with an until operator. STL is used to reason about
the underlying state space of an HPnG, i.e., it is possible to reason whether an STL formula holds for a certain system state
Γ (s, t). Note that STL reasons on the conditioned state-space of an HPnG, that is, on the regions of an STD, whichmeans that
the distribution of the general transition is not yet taken into account.

Definition 2 (Stochastic Time Logic). An STL formula Ψ is defined as

Ψ := tt | xP ≥ c | mP = a | ¬Ψ | Ψ ∧ Ψ | Ψ U[T1,T2) Ψ ,

where T1, T2 ∈ R+, x ≥ c andm = a, with a ∈ N, c ∈ R+, are called continuous and discrete atomic properties, respectively.

Note that although the above definition allows nested until formula, we only consider non-nested until formula so far, as
in [10].

In the following two different satisfaction relations are introduced. First, the relation |=s,t between a single system state
Γ (s, t) and an STL formula Ψ , which is intuitively true if the system state at that certain point satisfies the formula.

Definition 3 (Satisfaction On System States).

Γ (s, t) |=s,t tt ∀t, s,

Γ (s, t) |=s,t mP = a iff Γ (s, t).mP = a,

Γ (s, t) |=s,t xP ≥ c iff Γ (s, t).xP ≥ c,

Γ (s, t) |=s,t
¬Ψ iff Γ (s, t) ̸ |=s,t Ψ ,

Γ (s, t) |=s,t Ψ1 ∧ Ψ2 iff Γ (s, t) |=s,t Ψ1 ∧ Γ (s, t) |=s,t Ψ2,

Γ (s, t) |=s,t Ψ1U
[T1,T2]Ψ2 iff ∃τ ∈ [t + T1, t + T2] :

Γ (s, τ ) |=s,t Ψ2 ∧ (∀τ
′
∈ [t, τ ] : Γ (s, τ ′) |=s,t Ψ1).

For the STL until operator Ψ1U
[T1,T2]Ψ2 and a system state Γ (s, t), we have to check for a fixed value of s and starting time

point t , whether the evolution of the system is such that a time point τ exists at which Ψ2 holds and before which Ψ1 holds
continuously. Recall that, for the system state Γ (s, t) and a fixed sample s, the evolution over time is deterministic and
coincides with a vertical line in the STD, starting at point (s, t). Hence, the analysis of the STL until operator for a given
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Fig. 4. Deconditioning according to the probability density function g(s).

system state requires us to check whether this line only intersects with regions where Ψ1 holds until a region is hit where
Ψ2 holds within the defined time interval. For details, we refer to [10].

Next we introduce a satisfaction relation |=t for intervals on the support of the distribution of the general transition,
denoted Iψ ⊆ R≥0, and STL formula Ψ , at time t . This allows for a more efficient model checking procedure than checking
each system state individually. The different indices on the satisfaction relations are used to stress their dependencies on s
and t .

Definition 4 (Satisfaction On Intervals).

Iψ |=t Ψ iff ∀s ∈ Iψ : Γ (s, t) |=s,t Ψ .

Definition 5. The set of satisfaction intervals Sat t(Ψ ) is defined as the set of all intervals satisfying Ψ at time t , i.e.,
Sat t(Ψ ) = {Iψ : Iψ |=t Ψ }.

While the explicit dependency on s (or sets of s-values) is used for the efficient computation of properties, in the end we
want to knowwhether a given STL formula holds at time t for the HPnGmodel of interest with a certain probability. Hence,
we introduce a probability operator P∼p(Ψ )which is wrapped around an STL formula, where p ∈ [0, 1] is a real number and
∼∈ {≤, <,>,≥} a comparison operator. It abstracts from the possible values of s by deconditioning with the probability
density function g(s), as follows.

Definition 6. Let Γ (t) = {Γ (s, t)|s > 0} be the set of possible system states at time t , then the satisfaction relation for the
probability operator P∼p is defined as:

Γ (t) |= P∼p(Ψ ) iff Prob(Ψ , t) ∼ p,

where

Probt(Ψ ) =


IΨ ∈ Satt (Ψ )


IΨ

g(s)ds.

Model checking algorithms for the STL logic, involves computational geometry, especially polygon clipping algorithms.
A detailed description of the algorithms is given in [10].

3.3. Multiple general transitions: discretization

Recall that the exact computation of measures for HPnGs is only possible for models with a single general one-shot
transition, which guarantees the existence of exactly one stochastic variable in the underlying state-space. Additional firings
of the same or a different general transition result in additional stochastic variables, which add to the dimensionality of
the STD, hence, to the complexity of the analysis algorithms [31]. In fact, the number of regions in the STD will grow
exponentially with the number of stochastic variables, hence dealing with such models becomes practically infeasible.

To circumvent this difficulty, we propose to discretize all general transitions, except for one. The idea is to select a set
of firing times (discretization points) for each new general transition, and treat them as deterministic transitions for those
firing times, and later generate an STD for the first general transition (the one left to be continuous), for each of these
discretization points. We elaborate on this for the case of 2 general transitions. More specifically, let S2 be the real valued
random variable representing the firing time of the second general transition, i.e., the time that it will fire relative to its
enabling time. Moreover let the set S2 be a discretization of the support of S2, on which the probability measure PS2 is
defined. Then the probability that a formula Ψ holds at time t can be computed using the law of total probability, as:

Probt(Ψ ) =

si∈S2

Probt(Ψ |S2 = si)PS2(S2 = si), (1)
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where Probt(Ψ |S2 = s2) is the probability thatΨ is satisfied at time t , conditioned on the second general transition to fire at
time s2. Although for simplicity of notation, we have included only two general transitions; one can handle more than two
general transitions by a recursive application of the above equation.

If the second transition follows a discrete probability distribution with bounded support, it is possible to compute
Probt(Ψ ) exactly, since the probability measure PS2(S2 = si) is already defined. In such case, each element of S2 represents a
possible firing time of the second general transition. However, if the support of the firing time is unbounded, the summation
has to be truncated for a certain value smax

2 ∈ S2. In case of a continuous probability distribution, we need to construct S2 by
discretizing the support of the firing times of the second general transition. Moreover, we define the probability measure
PS2(S2 = si) as the total mass of probability between two consecutive discretization points:

PS2(S2 = si) =
 si+1

si
gS2(s)ds, (2)

in which gS2 is the continuous probability distribution of the second general transition. Both truncation and discretization
clearly result in an approximate computation of the desired probability.

The discretization can be done in two different ways, namely using a predefined discretization step, or using the Monte
Carlo method [32]. For the former we use discretization step1s2 to build the set S2. However, in the Monte Carlo method,
we choose the discretization points based on the probability distribution of S2, i.e., those points with higher probability are
more likely to be chosen. This is indeed more reasonable as we are choosing points which are likely to contribute more
probability to the final probability. We will investigate and compare the effect of these two methods in Section 6.3.2.

Algorithm 1 shows the process of computing the probability given by (1) for the case of two general transitions. As input
it receives propertyΨ , time point τ for which we want to knowwhether the property holds, and the support of S2. Through
lines 2–4, we iterate over all possible values of firing times of the second general transition, s2, and generate an STD for
each value of s2. Function generateSTD(s2), schematically, describes the process of generating an STD for which it is assumed
that the second general transition is going to fire at time s2. In other words, the second general transition, for this case,
can be replaced by a deterministic transition with firing time at s2. In line 4, the probability of Ψ holding at time τ for the
generated STD, is computed through function Probτ (std,Ψ ). Finally, this probability is added to the final probability with
weight PS2(S2 = s2), according to (1).

Algorithm 1 ComputeProb(Ψ , τ , S2)

Require: Property Ψ , investigation time τ , and domain of second g-trans firing time S2.
Ensure: Probability of holding formula Ψ
1: π τ ← 0
2: for all s2 in S2 do
3: std← generateSTD(s2)
4: π τ ← π τ + Probτ (std,Ψ )P(S2 = s2)
5: return π τ

By using this approximate solution we clearly lose the advantage of exactness; however, we are able to overcome the
restriction to one general transition for the analysis of HPnGs. Section 6 illustrates how this method can effectively be used
for the analysis of a HPnG model with two general transitions.

4. Control example

In this sectionwe discuss awell-known control example, where the amount of fluid in a tank is supposed to stay between
certain bounds. Such an example can be modelled using guard arcs. Section 4.1 introduces a failure to the input pump,
resulting in a single general transition, and Section 4.2 introduces a failure at the actuator which is responsible for switching
between input and demand.

4.1. One general transition

In the example as shown in Fig. 5, a tank denoted Pm with the capacity of 11 litres, is connected to two pumps. Either, the
producer pump Tp fills the tankwith rate 1 litre/minute, or the consumer pump Td takes out the fluidwith rate 2 litre/minute.
For control purposes, the amount of fluid in the reservoir needs to be between 1 and 10 avoiding both underflow and
overflow. We also assume that the overall flow from the place Pm, cannot be stopped, i.e., the two pumps Tp and Td cannot
be off at the same time. Two switches can turn the pumps on and off, both with a delay of 2 min, which is modelled by two
deterministically timed transitions. Transition Ta, with firing time of 2 is connected to the reservoir via a guard arc with
condition (≥, 8). Hence, when the amount of fluid is greater or equal to 8, it will be enabled and after 2 min it will fire. As a
result the pump Tp becomes disabled and pump Td becomes enabled. Also, transition Tb, with firing time of 2, is connected
to the reservoir via a guard arc with condition (<, 5), so when the amount of fluid is smaller than 5, the transition will be
enabled and fires after two minutes.
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Fig. 5. A simple control example. The amount of fluid in the reservoir Pm is supposed to remain between 1 and 10.

Additionally, the producer pump may fail at different points in time α, which is modelled by the deterministic timed
transition Tf , with firing time α. Whenever this transition fires, the general transition Tr becomes enabled. This transition
models the repair procedure, which is stochastically distributed according to any arbitrary given probability distribution.
Note that the input arc between place Pb and transition Tf ensures that only one failure is possible.

Now suppose, we want to check whether even after a failure of a pumps the fluid level in the reservoir always stays
between one and ten. For this purpose we model check the following STL formula at the starting time:

Φ = tt U[α,α+T ] (x ≤ 1 ∨ x ≥ 10). (3)

In this formula variable x represents the amount of fluid in the reservoir, α is the time of occurrence of the failure, and T is
the maximum time of analysis, within which we want to check that a state with less than 1 amount of fluid or more than
10 amounts of fluid is only reached with a very small probability.

Fig. 6 shows the STD of the control example, for the case of α = 3. Green regions are representing those regions in which
the condition (x ≤ 1 ∨ x ≥ 10) does not hold, and blue regions are the first ones reached after the time boundary α + T . It
can be seen that for all the possible values of s (x-axis), which represents the general transition firing time, it is impossible
to reach a region in which the condition (x ≤ 1∨ x ≥ 10) holds within the maximum time T (as the system always remain
in green regions). In other words, there is no value of s for which the formula is satisfied. Hence, if we integrate over all
possible values of s, as described in Section 3.2, the property holds with probability zero.

4.2. Two general transitions

To illustrate the evaluation procedure for two general transitions, we introduce another stochastic failure, namely at the
actuator Tb that is responsible for turning the demand off and the input pump on, when there is less than 5 litres of water
in the reservoir.

This new possible failure is represented by the general one-shot transition Taf and is only enabled when there is a token
in place Pd, i.e., when the demand pump is working. This models for example a valve that is stuck open. In the model this
failure is followed by a deterministic repair after three quarters (0.75) of aminute, and transition Tb is enabled again. For this
case we investigate the same STL formula as before which is given in Eq. (3). Moreover, we assume the same deterministic
failure time at input, i.e., α = 3 (see Fig. 7).

Recall that in order to analyse an HPnG with two general transitions, one of these has to be discretized and for each
possible realization of the random variable a new STD has to be computed. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows four
different STDs for different firing times of the general transition Taf , namely for a realization of the failure 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and
3.5 min after the demand has been turned on. Note that we start the analysis with 6 litres of water in the tank.

Again regions in which (x ≤ 1 ∨ x ≥ 10) does not hold and that are within the time interval [α, α + T ] are outlined in
green. Moreover, red regions indicate that the formula (x ≤ 1∨ x ≥ 10) holds, before reaching the maximum time, T = 10.
It is not desirable to be in a red region before the maximum time T = 10, because in such regions the control condition is
violated. Hence, in practice one would check whether formulaΦ holds with a very small probability.

When the actuator Tb fails 0.5 min after the demand has been turned on, i.e., the actuator Ta has fired, and Pm is now
decreasing at rate 2, the amount of water in the tank at the time of the failure is 9 litres and since the repair only takes
0.75 min, the failure will be repaired when the amount of water in the tank is 7.5 litres (9−2×0.75). Since this is still more
than 5 litres which is the condition for switching off the demand and the input back on, the failure has no impact on the
system, hence, the probability thatΦ holds, given a failure of Tb after 0.5 min, is zero. This can be seen in the corresponding
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Fig. 6. Stochastic time diagram of control example, for α = 3. Regions in which (x ≤ 1∨ x ≥ 10) does not hold are outlined in green, and regions in which
the time boundary T + α is reached, are outlined in blue. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Control example extended with possible failure in actuator Tb .

STD, as shown in Fig. 8(a), as it is not possible to reach a red region in the described time interval. Note that this scenario is
independent of the other failure that switches off the input directly in three minutes after the start of analysis.

However, the impact of a failure that occurs later, i.e., 1.5 min after the demand has been turned on, depends on how
quickly the failure at the input is repaired (modelled by general transition Tr ). In case the failure at the input has not been
repaired the amount of water in the tank is 6 litres at the moment of the failure at Tb. During the repair of Tb the amount of
water further decreases to 4.5 litres (6− 2× 0.75) and when Tb becomes enabled and fires after 2 min the amount of water
has dropped to 0.5 liter (4.5− 2× 2.0), which violates the control condition and hence propertyΦ holds. However, in case
the failure at the input is repaired quickly, the amount of water in the tank is larger at the moment Tb fails and this prevents
a violation of the control condition. The corresponding STD for failure of the actuator at 1.5 min is shown in Fig. 8(b). One
can observe that for small values of the repair time at the input (firing time of Tr ), the system reaches the maximum time
without hitting red regions, while for larger values does hit the red regions.

A similar reasoning holds for a failure 2.5 min after the demand has been turned on. As shown in Fig. 8(c), again, the right
part of the system evolutions, representing a late repair of the input, ends in a red region in the specified time interval.

A failure that takes place 3.5 min after the demand is switched on inevitably leads to a violation of the control condition
andΦ holds with probability 1. This means that the systemwill always violate the control condition nomatter how fast the
failure at the input is repaired. This is due to the fact that the failure at actuator Tb happens when there is very little water
in the tank and the input should be switched on quickly. However, due to the repair delay of 0.75 min, we surely have less
than 1 litre water in the tank, once Tb fires. This can be seen in Fig. 8(d), as there is no possibility of reaching the maximum
time, T + α, without passing a red region.
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(a) Failure at 0.5 min. (b) Failure at 1.5 min.

(c) Failure at 2.5 min. (d) Failure at 3.5 min.

Fig. 8. Four instances of STD for different firing times of the second general transition Taf . Green and red regions demonstrate desirable and undesirable
regions according to Formula (3), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

The shown STDs, illustrate the idea of discretizing the firing times of the second general transition. Once all the STDs for
all possible firing times are obtained, the probability that a given formulaΦ holds can be computed according to Eq. (1), as
described in Algorithm 1. The feasibility of the overall idea for more complex cases will be demonstrated in Section 6.3.

5. Overflow places

In the HPnG formalism as presented before, rate adaptation prevents both overflow and underflow of a reservoir.
However, for modelling real systems, especially water treatment and sewage facilities, sometimes we need to allow places
to overflow. This was impossible before adding dynamic transitions and guard arcs to the definition of HPnGs. In case of a
full continuous place, the overflow is defined as the difference of the actual rate of the inflow and the outflow of that place.
This is the reason for adding dynamic transitions to the definition of HPnG. More formally an overflow place is a structure
in which when the continuous place reaches its upper boundary a dynamic transition becomes enabled with the rate that
equals the difference of the actual rate of all the incoming and outgoing transitions.

Note that the rate adaptation algorithm has no influence on an overflow place. This is because at themoment of reaching
the upper boundary the state of the system is changed by the enabling of the dynamic transition. As a result, the drift of the
place becomes zero and rate adaptation is not necessary anymore.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, where an overflow place is shown, whenever the continuous place reaches a certain boundary B,
the immediate transition connected via the guard arc will fire, and as a result the dynamic transition becomes enabled. Note
that the rate of this transition is adapted according to the inflow and outflow of the main continuous place. Also, whenever
the fluid level in the continuous place is below the boundary B, due to a change either in inflow or outflow, the connected
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Fig. 9. Modelling of an overflow place using HPnG primitives.

Fig. 10. Overflow place component.

immediate transition will fire and the dynamic transition is disabled. For ease of modelling, we represent an overflow place
graphically as follows, in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 10, the sum of inflow and outflow rates are denoted by


fi and


fo, respectively. Moreover, the overflow rate is
shown by Ro =


fi −


fo, and distinguished from ordinary outgoing transitions by a shaded rectangle connected to the

overflow place.

6. The Enschede sewage treatment facility

In this section we analyse the survivability of a sewage treatment facility, inspired by the operational facility located in
Enschede, the Netherlands (Fig. 1). Section 6.1 introduces the HPnGmodel for the sewage treatment facility and Section 6.2
analyses the system evolution in the presence of two separate scenarios, namely bad weather conditions and a failure at
the main water intake. Section 6.3 then analyses both scenarios in combination by applying the approximate method, as
introduced earlier.

6.1. System and model

Recall from the introduction, Section 1, that sewage treatment facilities are by design limited in capacity. In the past
this has resulted in flooding the streets. We investigate under which circumstances flooding of the street occurs and which
parameters of the system need to be changed in order to prevent this.

This case study models the various stages of the sewage treatment process in an abstract fashion. We are mainly
interested in the capacity of each phase and the average amount of time the waste water stays in the different phases.
We, however, do not aim at modelling the physical, chemical and biological processes in detail. Then, for a given failure of
the system at a certain time, we analyse the survivability of the system for changingweather conditions. Fixing the failure to
a specific time of the day results in a so-called Given the Occurrence Of Disaster (GOOD)model. Since our evaluationmethod
is so quick, it is easily possible to parametrize the failure time, hence, analyse the system thoroughly.

The main goal of waste water treatment is to separate the input into water that can be safely released into the
environment and into thickened sludge which is either used as fertilizer [33] or can be safely disposed [34]. This is done
in several stages, where the primary stage mostly involves physical purification, the secondary stage involves chemical and
biological treatment, and finally the sludge treatment phase aims at reducing the amount of sludge.

The HPnG model of the case study is depicted in Fig. 11; volumes of tanks (continuous places) are indicated in 1000 m3,
pump rates (continuous transitions) in 1000 m3/h, and delays (timed transitions) in hours. The capacity of the community
sewerage system ismodelled by an overflow place denoted Pc , which has input rates that depend on theweather conditions.
From this tank the water is pumped into the treatment facility with a maximum rate 12 and in case the input exceeds the
capacity of the place and the intake of the treatment facility, the waste water flows into (overflow) place Po which models
the amount of water in the streets. The primary stage of the sewage treatment consists of two phases, namely the sand
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Fig. 11. The abstract HPnG model of the sewage system in Enschede, Netherlands.

interceptor and the primary sedimentation tank. The first, as the naming suggests, is responsible for filtering solids like
sand from the water. Then the sewage flows in a large tank, which is used to settle the sludge, while the lighter materials,
like oils, rise on the surface and are removed, and the remaining overflows. In the model the sand interceptor is abstracted
through pump Tz , and the primary sedimentation tank is modelled through overflow place Pps.

A sedimentation tank physically separates suspended solids from water using gravity [34]. While the dirt settles at
the ground, cleaned water is forwarded to the second cleaning stage. This stage consists of several phases for removing
chemical and biological contaminations, modelled by a sequence of continuous transitions and places, before a secondary
sedimentation tank separates the biological material from the now environment friendly sewage water, that can safely be
disposed to surface water. The second sedimentation tank is modelled by overflow place Pss. The sludge that settles at the
primary and secondary sedimentation tank is accumulated and forwarded to the sludge treatment stage. There it is thickened
to reduce its volume for easier off-site transport. The sludge from the primary tank is pumped out and forwarded to the fresh
sludge thickener. This is alsomodelled by an overflow place, denoted Pft . Sludge is pumped out of the place with a small rate
and discharged to the digestion tank which is considered a very large tank. The overflow is directed to the filtrate basement.
The same procedure is repeated for the accumulated sludge in the second sedimentation tank.

6.2. Evaluations

In the following, we analyse the model in two different ways, namely, by changing the rate of the produced waste water
after a random amount of time, and by introducing a stochastic failure at the sand interceptor Tz , which according to the
plant operators is one of themost vulnerable components of thewhole process. In Fig. 11, the first scenario is depicted by the
dashed box A and the second scenario is shown in box B. Note that we either analyse scenario A or B, but never both at the
same time, due to restriction to single general one-shot transition. We analyse the influence of several system parameters
on themeasures of interest. Also, note that we start the analysis assuming that all tanks in the treatment facility (fluid places
and overflow places) are full but the overflow place modelling the community sewage system, Pc , is empty.

Scenario A
For the first scenario, as depicted by box A, we assume that the analysis starts at rainy weather condition, i.e., the

production rate of waste water is 12.2, which is slightly more than the capacity of the system, which is 12. Hence, if it
continues to rain long enough, the capacity of the community sewage is exceeded and waste water will flood the streets.
We assume that the duration of the rain is normally distributed. This is modelled by the general transition Ga, whichwill fire
according to the given normal distribution. When Ga fires, the production sewage will switch to normal weather condition,
i.e., a production rate of 3.3.

We would like to analyse how long it may continue to rain without having water in the streets. Using the logic STL, as
explained in Section 3.2, we want to ensure that the amount of water in the streets is very low until the rain stops, i.e.,

ΦA = (xPo < ϵ)U[0,30] (mPn = 1), 1 (4)

wheremPn = 1means that the rain has stopped andwe are back to the normal conditions. FormulaΦA is a typical expression
of a survivability measure: the first term, before the Until operator is called the safety condition, whereas the one after the
Until operator is called the recovery condition. In other words, as defined in Definition 3, for a specific system evolution,ΦA
is satisfied if and only if the safety condition holds until we reach the recovery condition, before the given time bound. We

1 For computational purpose, we use ϵ as positive close to zero constant.
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Fig. 12. Probability for the survivability propertyΦA to hold, while varying (a) the capacity of community buffer (Pc ), (b) the rate of fresh sludge pump (Tft ),
(c) the rate of the cleaning street pumps (T1 , T2 and T3), and (d) the rate of surplus sludge pump (Tst );µ is the mean rain duration, distributed according to
a truncated Normal distribution with variance one.

have chosen time bound 30, which is considered to be big enough for this analysis, since it is reasonable that the rain stops
within 30 h.

In the following we investigate the influence of four different parameters, all for varying average duration of rain µ; we
consider the capacity of the community buffer (Pc), the rate of the fresh sludge pump (Tft ), the rate of the cleaning street
(T1, T2 and T3) and the rate of the surplus sludge pump (Tst ). Fig. 12 shows the probability that ΦA holds for varying mean
durations of rain between 0.1 h (6 min) and 4 h. This parameter is the same for all four 3D-plots, and is depicted on the
x-axis), while the parameters on the y-axis are different, as mentioned above. All the other characteristics of the model,
which are not explicitly parametrized, keep their values according to Fig. 11.

Fig. 12(a) shows the influence of the capacity of the community buffer (Pc), by varying its value from 5 to 30 (from right to
left on the y-axis). By increasing this capacity, the probability that formulaΦA holds increases. We observe that this increase
is non-linear, especially for larger values of the capacity, we see a faster improvement. Furthermore, we observe that for
long rain duration, even if we increase the buffer capacity to 30, still we have more than 20% probability of not satisfying
the survivability propertyΦA. This means that enlarging the buffer capacity alone is not enough for avoiding the flood in the
area.

Fig. 12(b) shows how the system survivability depends on the rate of the fresh sludge thickener pump, Tft which is
parametrized from 0.25 to 5 (from right to left on the y-axis). It can be seen that, by increasing the rate of this pump, the
probability forΦA to hold increases. Specially for long rain duration (µ = 4) this increase can be observedwell. The increase
is steeper than in Fig. 12(a), hence, this pump plays a significant role; for larger values of its rate, e.g., larger than 3, even if
it rains for more than four hours, formula ΦA holds with probability one. The reason for this is that the overflowed sewage
from the primary tank, Pps could be handled with a rate of at most 4, the rate of intake into cleaning street. So, the more we
pump out of the primary tank, the more sewage intake the system can handle. However, since increasing the rate of this
pump means pumping out sludge with more mixed water, this could be a disadvantage or even an obstacle for the next
stage, i.e., sludge treatment.

Fig. 12(c) shows the importance of the cleaning street pump rates all together, i.e., pumps T1, T2, T3, of which we vary the
rate from 2 to 5 (right to left). These pumps play a similar role as pump Tft , but with lower impact. As can be seen, for long
rain duration (µ = 4) the survivability probability remains low. Like in the previous case, also here increasing the pump
rates could be problematic, because raising the rates involves pumping out water mixedwithmore dirt, since theremay not
have been enough time for the dirt to settle down in the primary sedimentation tank.

Finally, Fig. 12(d), shows the influence of surplus sludge thickener pump Tst . As can be seen, the rate of this pump has no
effect on the survivability probability of the system. This can be explained by the fact that this pump plays a secondary role
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Table 1
Overall computation time for generating results depicted in
Fig. 12.

Number of points Computation time (ms)

Fig. 12(a) 1000 522
Fig. 12(b) 800 573
Fig. 12(c) 600 269
Fig. 12(d) 800 459

Fig. 13. Probability of survivability propertyΦB to hold for varying intake rate (x-axis) and failure time (y-axis).

comparing to the cleaning street pumps. Since the rates of pumps T1, T2, T3 are constant, increasing any pump rate which is
placed after them does not change the overall capacity of the system.

In order to generate each diagram in Fig. 12, for each combination of parameters, one STD has to be generated, followed
by a model checking procedure. Table 1, shows the number of points in each diagram in Fig. 12 and the overall computation
time for producing that diagram, i.e., generating all the STDs and the model checking. As can be seen, even for this big case
study, generating andmodel checking 1000 STDs takes less than a second! This clearly shows the value and efficiency of our
method.

Scenario B
For the second scenario, shown by the dashed box B, we consider a failure in the sand interceptor pump, Tz , modelled

by the deterministic transition Tf , firing at time α, which again could be parametrized for any arbitrary value. After
the occurrence of a failure, a repair crew will repair the pump with a duration distributed according to an exponential
distribution, withmean 2 h. For this casewe investigate almost the same formula as before, only now the recovery condition
is that the pump should be repaired:

ΦB = (xPo < 0.01)U[α,α+30] (mPr = 1), (5)

where, mPr = 1, means that the sand interceptor pump is repaired. Here, we have chosen the time bound [α, α + 30] for
the Until operator, since the pump is supposed to be repaired within 30 h after its failure.

For this scenario, we consider two parameters, the time of failure and the intake rate. The result is shown in Fig. 13. On
the x-axis the intake rate is parametrized from 6 to 13, and the y-axis represents different times of failure, from 30 min to
5 h (right to left). As expected, for larger rates of the intake, the probability for survivability property ΦB to hold decreases.
However, it is interesting that for a late occurrence of failure, the probability is lower, especially for high intake rates. The
reason for this is that the capacity of the system is equal to the sum of the cleaning street rate pumps (4) and the fresh
sludge thickener pump rate (1.25), which is 5.25. Therefore, the buffer is filling up for intake rates greater than 5.25, and a
late failure will cause a quicker violation of the safety condition. On the other hand, for early failures, we have a non-zero
survivability probability, even for high intake rates.

Fig. 14 provides a better understanding of this case. Each curve in this figure represents the survivability probability
(y-axis) for a given fixed intake rate (colour) to the system; the horizontal axis depicts the failure times. The time that the
probability hits zero is the very moment that the community buffer has become full, hence, if the failure occurs at any time
after that, the surrounding area will be flooded immediately. This is the reason that this probability equals zero for any time
of failure after this point.

The two last figures show the importance of fast maintenance in bad weather conditions, otherwise, soon after the
occurrence of a failure, flooding of the surrounding area is inevitable.

In addition to these results, the model checking algorithms can compute the set of satisfaction intervals, as explained
in [10]. For the current case-study these satisfaction intervals represent the time intervals in which the repair can be done
without violating the STL property ΦB. These intervals arise naturally from the model checking procedure and are used to
compute the probability for a certain STL property to hold, as explained in Definition 6.
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Fig. 14. Probability for survivability propertyΦB to hold. Each curve represents a specific intake rate, and the horizontal axis depicts the failure occurrence
time. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Satisfaction intervals for different failure occurrence times α and intake rate fi .

α fi
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 [0, 3.210] [0, 2.609] [0, 2.158] [0, 1.807] [0, 1.526] [0, 1.296] [0, 1.105] [0, 0.943]
2 [0, 3.085] [0, 2.359] [0, 1.814] [0, 1.390] [0, 1.051] [0, 0.774] [0, 0.542] [0, 0.347]
3 [0, 2.960] [0, 2.109] [0, 1.470] [0, 0.973] [0, 0.576] [0, 0.251] ∅ ∅

4 [0, 2.835] [0, 1.859] [0, 1.126] [0, 0.557] [0, 0.101] ∅ ∅ ∅

5 [0, 2.710] [0, 1.609] [0, 0.782] [0, 0.140] ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅

Table 2 shows these intervals for different intake rates, fi, and failure times, α. Note that these intervals are given relative
to the failure time α. This means, for instance, if there is a failure in system at α = 3, while the intake rate is 7, the repair
crewwill have 2.109 h to repair the pump, otherwise the safety condition in formulaΦB is violated and the water is spilt on
the street. Moreover, as can be seen, as the intake rate increases the repair crew will have less time to conduct the repair,
especially for later failure times, if at all. This knowledge is specifically useful for scheduling repair crews.

6.3. Multiple general transitions

In this sectionwe exploit the idea of discretization for the analysis of HPnGmodelswithmore than one general transitions
to analyse a setting where both scenarios, namely A and B, are present simultaneously. Firstly, we consider an overall
investigation of the system to show the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed method, and secondly we will discuss
discretization of each general transition separately to provide an insight on how we can decide discretization of which
one of the general transition leads to better performance. Moreover, as we mentioned in Section 3.3 we will investigate
performance of different methods of discretization, namely naive discretization and Monte Carlo method.

6.3.1. Feasibility
For this part, we start the system analysis in bad weather conditions (sewage production with rate 12.2) and the sand

interceptor pump, Tz , fails at a certain point in timeα, followed by a stochastic repair. Again,wewant to know the probability
thatΦA (Eq. (4)) holds, since we are interested to not have sewage water in the streets during bad weather.

For this case study, we discretize the general transitionGb whichmodels the stochastic repair process, with discretization
step 0.1. We investigate the influence of two parameters, i.e., the mean duration of rain, and the failure time of the sand
interceptor which is modelled by the firing of the deterministic transition Tf . Again we assume that the duration of the rain
is distributed according to the normal distribution with parameter σ = 1 and µ between 0.1 and 4, as in Scenario A. The
repair process is modelled by a Gamma distribution with parameters, K = 4 and θ = 1/2, which means that the repair
process has a mean duration of 2 h. The result of the analysis is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15, like scenario B, shows that the later the failure is, the more vulnerable is the system. The reason for this is that
the community buffer fills up quickly in case of bad weather, and hence late failures often have to cope with an already full
community buffer. Moreover, it can be seen that slightly after 4 h, the failure time has no impact on the probability. This
is because at that time the sewage has already slipped into the streets, since the community buffer is already filled by the
increased sewage production of rain.
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Fig. 15. Probability of survivability propertyΦA to hold for varying mean duration rain µ (x-axis) and failure time (y-axis).

(a) Ga ∼ Gamma(2, 1). (b) Ga ∼ Gamma(27, 2−6).

Fig. 16. Comparison of discretization methods, constant steps and Monte Carlo (abbreviated as St and MC in the figures repeatively), by computing the
probability that propertyΦA holds.

This diagram contains 960 points, for each of which the discretization of the second general transition is performed. This
means that for each point, 400 STDs (discretization step of 0.1 and maximum analysis time of 40) are generated and model
checked. Hence, for the generation of this diagram, 960 × 400 = 38 000 times the process of STD generation and model
checking is performed. However, the total computation time does not exceed 50 s, on a laptop equipped with a 2.0 GHz
intel R⃝ CORETM i7 processor, and 4 GB of RAM. This clearly shows the power of the proposed method.

6.3.2. Discretization methods
In this section we show how using the Monte Carlo (MC) method [32] for discretizing the support of general transitions

increases the performance of the proposed method. We also investigate how one can choose one general transition over
another, and how the shape of probability distributions influences the convergence rate.

For this section we again start the analysis in bad weather conditions (sewage production with rate 12.2), but with an
already failed sand interceptor pump, Tz , i.e., Tf fires at time zero. As in the previous section we compute the probability
for ΦA to hold. For this section we assume that Ga fires according to a Gamma distribution, with parameters defined later,
in order to show how the shape of probability distribution influences the convergence rate. Also Gb fires according to a
Chi-squared probability distribution with 2 degrees of freedom.2

Fig. 16(a) and (b) each shows four different discretizations results. In each figure both Ga and Gb are discretized once
with naive steps and once with the MC method. We have used a Gamma distribution with different parameters for Ga,
namely Gamma(2, 1) (Fig. 16(a)) and Gamma(27, 2−6) (Fig. 16(b)), in which the first and second parameters are shape and
scale parameters, resulting in the same average of 2 for both distributions. The horizontal axis represents the number of
discretization points, and the vertical axis shows the probability that formula ΦA holds. One can see that in both cases the
MC method results in faster convergence to the real value of the probability for both general transitions. However, we can
also observe that discretizing Gb performs better in comparison to Ga, as it is closer to the final value, for each number of
discretization points. In order to understand this we need to take a closer look at the structure of the discretized area of
integration.

As mentioned earlier, when we are discretizing the support of a general transition, say Ga, we treat it as a deterministic
transition firing at each discretization point. Then for each of these points, we find the satisfaction interval for the other
general transition Gb. According to Eqs. (1) and (2), when we have computed a satisfaction interval for one discretization
point, say si, we assume that all points between si and the next discretization point, si+1, have the same satisfaction intervals
as si. Thismeans that we are approximating the final integration area (for computing the probability of a given formula) with

2 The probability distributions are chosen to show the effect of their shape on the analysis, however, any probability distribution with positive support
can replace them.
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Fig. 17. Showing the approximation of integration area by discretizing Sa . Satisfaction interval for each discretization point is shown by a thick blue line.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(a) 10 discretization points. (b) 30 discretization points. (c) 100 discretization points.

Fig. 18. Resulting areas by discretizing support of Ga .

a set of rectangles. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 17, by showing the approximated rectangular areas (blue) and the
real area (red). One can observe that by increasing the number of discretization points we will have a better approximation
of the real area.

Fig. 18 shows the approximation of integration area, for the case-study, for three different numbers of discretization
points of Ga. In each figure the discretization points are indicated by red crosses at the x-axis.3 For instance, in Fig. 18(a)
at point 0, i.e., Ga firing at time 0, the satisfaction interval is the entire support of Gb, while at the next points, i.e., 4 and
above, the satisfaction intervals are empty. As can be seen by increasing the number of discretization points in Fig. 18(b)
and (c), the resulting area shrinks to a more precise approximation of the real area. Moreover, one can observe that when
Ga fires after, approximately, time point 3, the satisfaction intervals of Gb are empty, and Ga has a smaller area of influence
in comparison to Gb. This is the reason that discretizations of Ga for small numbers of discretization points result in poor
performance, since we need more points, i.e., a small discretization step, to observe this small area.

Knowing the above fact, we can conclude that if the probability distribution associated with Ga takes most of its mass
before time point 3, the convergence is fast. This is the case when we use Gamma(27, 2−6) (Fig. 16(b)). On the other hand,
if we use Gamma(2, 1), since considerable amount of probability concentrates after time point 3, the rate of convergence
is slow (Fig. 16(a)). However, since the MC method chooses points before time 3 with higher probability, because of the
shape of the density function Gamma(2, 1), it results in a better convergence rate. Fig. 19 illustrates these facts by showing
both approximated integration areas (as have already been computed and shown in Fig. 18) plus the considered probability
density functions Gamma(2, 1), and Gamma(27, 2−6).

This provides us with useful insight in order to decide which transition to choose for discretization, prior to the start
of analysis. For this, one can generate the approximated integration area with few discretization points as in Fig. 18. Then
based on the structure of the area and the shape of the associated probability distributions, choose which general transition
to discretize. This is indeed why, in Section 6.3.1, we have chosen Gb for discretization.

Finally, it is important to note that the MC method will not always lead to better performance. This can be observed in
Fig. 16(a), for discretization of Gb, since the MCmethod does not show an obvious increase in performance. The MCmethod
guarantees that we are maximizing the term PS2(S2 = si) in Eq. (1), however, the other term, i.e., Probt(Ψ |S2 = si), depends
on the resulting satisfaction intervals by fixing firing time S2 for the second general transition. Fig. 20, is schematically

3 The maximum time of analysis for this case is 40, however, we are showing the range of general transitions up to 8, for sake of visibility.
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(a) 10 discretization points. (b) 30 discretization points. (c) 100 discretization points.

Fig. 19. Demonstrating how the shape of the probability density function and the number of discretization points can influence on the performance of
the method.

Fig. 20. Showing the satisfaction intervals for two different values of S2 .

demonstrating this fact by showing the corresponding satisfaction intervals of S1 by fixing S2 to two values of firing times.
As can be seen, although for firing time S2 = α we have the highest probability (according to the depicted probability
distribution of the second general transition), the resulting satisfaction interval is smaller compared to the satisfaction
interval of firing of second general transition at S2 = β . This may lead to lower total probability (in the deconditioning)
for β in spite of being the larger interval.

7. Conclusions

This paper evaluates the survivability of a waste water sewage facility using Hybrid Petri nets with one or two general
one-shot transitions.We investigate how the system behaves in very badweather conditions and in the presence of a failure
at the main water intake.

In order to capture the behaviour of a sewage facility, two new concepts have been added to the modelling formalism,
namely guard arcs and continuous dynamic transitions. These concepts allow us to express the dependency of the system
evolution on the amount of fluid in a continuous place and on the rates of continuous transitions, respectively. Together,
this allows us to model so-called overflow places that can be used to model sedimentation tanks as overflow places, where
the clean water is separated from the sludge by flowing over the boundaries of the tank.

Using the underlying stochastic time diagram and recent algorithms for model checking the logic STL, it is possible
to analyse the survivability of the system for two different scenarios and a wide range of parameter settings. We were
able to estimate the entire capacity and performance of the system, for different intake rates. Moreover, we evaluated the
importance of several components of the system, and provided suggestions for tuning their characteristics. Furthermore,
we provide the set of intervals, for a given survivability formula, where the system can be repaired without violating the
survivability requirements. This allows to schedule optimal repair strategies.

Moreover, we introduced an approximate method to circumvent the restriction of having only one general transition in
the system. By conditioning the system evolution on all possible values of all but one general transition, all corresponding
state space representations and the corresponding conditioned probability that a certain property holds have to be
computed. Then, in a deconditioning step the overall probability can be computed by the law of total probability. For discrete
probability distributionswith bounded support this can bedone exactly. However, in case of a continuous distribution and/or
an unbounded support, discretization and/or truncation is inevitable.
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We discussed and compared the performance of two methods of discretization of general transitions, namely
constructing the discretization set using either naive constant steps or based on the Monte Carlo method. We showed how
the later can lead to better performance.We also investigated howone can decide to choose a general transition over another
for discretization, based on the structure of the integration area and shape of corresponding probability distributions.

This new method then allows to investigate the combination of the two scenarios mentioned above, i.e., a failure at
the main water intake which takes place in very bad weather conditions. Our results indicate that it is very important to
maintain the system especially before bad weather conditions. This is due to the fact that the time to repair becomes very
short for failures that manifest late during bad weather conditions.

Finally, this real world case study, clearly shows the strength of HPnGs for both expressiveness and efficiency of
computations. The combination of the two scenarios also shows the feasibility of the proposed approximate method for
handling multiple general transitions.
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